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Azure QuickStart: Your ‘All in One’ Azure Cloud Platform MOT!
Cloud implementations can be lengthy, laborious and costly. At QUANTIQ, we understand that often the fear of the process is 
what puts organisations off modernising their operations. It’s also common for organisations to deploy cloud platform 
environments in a sub optimal way incurring significant unnecessary environment or data consumption costs which 
can materially hinder ROI generation. 
 
If you are an organisation who needs to evaluate the existing state of a single or multiple Azure subscription environment, 
greenfield or brownfield in order to ensure best in class governance and technical deployment and value generation then read on!

What is Azure QuickStart?
Evaluate the existing state of a single or multiple Azure Subscription from only £3,000.* 
 
At the heart of QUANTIQ’s Azure Practice sits Azure QuickStart.  Specifically designed to evaluate the existing state of a single or 
multiple Azure subscription, greenfield or brownfield. 
 
Azure QuickStart performs a comprehensive review of an existing Azure environment, against the Azure standards and best 
practices defined by the Centre for Internet Security (Azure CIS), and the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF).  Following the 
initial assessment, a deep dive report is expertly crafted by a QUANTIQ Azure Expert detailing the recommended improvements to 
optimise your Azure environment.

Providing a Comprehensive Review of 
your Existing Azure Environment

Comprehensive review of an existing 
Azure environment.

Designed to evaluate the existing 
state of a single or multiple Azure 

subscription, greenfield or brownfield.

Includes a deep dive report detailing 
the recommended improvements to 
optimize your Azure environment.
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What Comes Next *? 
Azure QuickStart: Bringing you one step closer to a Well Managed, Well Governed, Well Architected and Well Secured Environment. 
 
Azure QuickStart is the first step that any organisation ought to take before committing to any form of Cloud Modernisation - giving 
you a future-proofed platform to rapidly and securely transform your critical enterprise workloads. 
 
Azure QuickStart will identify what you really need, providing you with the ideal scenario to move on in your cloud journey, and ensuring that you 
only purchase what’s necessary: 

• Cloud Migration and Modernisation

• Azure Governance and Security

• Data Platform and Analytics

• Platform Modernisation

Learn More 
If you would like to find out more about how you can benefit from Azure QuickStart, simply complete the form here and a QUANTIQ Azure Expert 
will be in touch.

Notes*

Terms and Conditions apply. For full details, contact us. 
Costs are as of February 2021 and are £3,000 for 1x Azure subscription. 
For clients with 2-5 Azure subscriptions RRP is £4,000. 
For clients with 5 or more Azure subscriptions - specific pricing will be quoted upon enquiry. 
QUANTIQ reserve the right to amend 
Services quoted on ‘what comes next’ are at an additional cost to Azure QuickStart and will be quoted on enquiry.

https://www.quantiq.com/azure-services/cloud-migration-and-modernisation/
https://www.quantiq.com/azure-services/azure-governance-and-security/
https://www.quantiq.com/azure-services/data-platform-and-analytics/
https://www.quantiq.com/azure-services/platform-modernisation/
https://www.quantiq.com/contact-us/

